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PREMIERES 
 

YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE 
Season Six Premieres Monday, July 6 at 10/9c  
From monsters hiding in the closet to the boogeyman lurking in nearby shadows, evil can 
interrupt even the sweetest of dreams. But what happens when a bad dream is actually a 
walking nightmare? Using classic suspense film techniques, YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE brings 
real thriller crimes to life on ID. 

 No End in Sight premieres Monday, July 6 at 10/9c 
46-year-old Debbie Puglisi and her husband of nearly 25 years, Nino, are thrilled to be 
settling down into their dream home in the quaint neighborhood of Academy Hill in 
Newark, Delaware. But in the blink of an eye, a routine day becomes a struggle for 
survival when Debbie is kidnapped from her home in broad daylight. 

 Danger In Store premieres Monday, July 13 at 10/9c 
After a bad breakup, single mom Joi Partain finds love again with Jonathan Pearson. But 
after the couple moves to Ocala, Florida with Joi’s daughter, troubles in their 
relationship spiral until they hit a point of no return. 

 
DEVIL AMONG US 
Series Premieres Thursday, July 16 at 9/8c  
DEVIL AMONG US is a gripping anthology series dedicated to crimes that slowly unravel a 
bigger, evolving mystery. Each episode examines a single case that gets deeper, more twisted 
and increasingly seismic as the show progresses.  

 Fire and Ice premieres Thursday, July 16 at 9/8c 
An explosion at a family home north of Anchorage, Alaska leaves one man dead and his 
wife clinging to life. Investigators receive news that this is a plot for revenge that stems 
from a highway shooting the year before. Two Alaskan families must now come to terms 



with an evil presence in their community that's hell-bent on revenge. As the net tightens 
around the siblings of one family, investigators are left reeling at their brazen acts. 
 

THE GENETIC DETECTIVE 
Network Premieres Begin Saturday, July 18 at 10/9c 
THE GENETIC DETECTIVE follows investigative genetic genealogist CeCe Moore as she uses her 
unique research skills to transform the face of crime solving.  By working with police 
departments and crime scene DNA, Moore is able to trace the path of a violent criminal’s family 
tree to reveal their identity and help bring them to justice.  

 The Case of the Missing Lovebirds premieres Saturday, July 18 at 10/9c 
CeCe Moore works with Seattle’s Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office and takes on her 
first-ever cold case as a genetic genealogist – the double homicide of Jay Cook and 
Tanya Van Cuylenborg. The young couple disappeared in 1987 after taking a ferry from 
Vancouver to Seattle and were later found miles apart, gagged, bound and brutally 
murdered. With a smattering of clues, but no real leads, the case was cold for 30 years. 

 
FINALES 

 
BETRAYED 
Season Four Finale Airs Monday, July 6 at 9/8c 
Things are not always as they seem in BETRAYED, which revisits heart-pounding cases of 
deception that ended in murder at the hands of a trusted family member, co-worker, lover, or 
friend. As investigators, family, and friends peel back the layers and facts of each case, the 
otherworldly narrator already knows where the breadcrumb trail ends. They guide viewers 
through the various relationships that comprise their life, raising suspicions about who will 
commit the ultimate betrayal and bring about their doom. 

 The Body in the Cornfield premieres Monday, July 6 at 9/8c 
Maternity nurse Barbara Keim is trying to be the best mother she can as she copes with 
the collapse of her second marriage and issues with her first husband, who refuses to 
discipline their increasingly unruly daughter, Hannah. When Barbara disappears, police 
find that she was taken out to an Indiana cornfield and murdered, Investigators circle 
around Barbara's two ex-husbands and daughter, who may be another murder victim. 
 

DEAD RECKONING 
Season Finale Airs Thursday, July 9 at 9/8c 
Solving a murder is like putting together a giant jigsaw puzzle. Sometimes, the pieces snap into 
place with ease and other times, they don't fit. In DEAD RECKONING, the police must 
meticulously reconstruct the puzzle. Once all the pieces are found, investigators must then 
figure out how everything fits together, crack the case and bring justice for the victim. 

 Hidden in Plain Sight premieres Thursday, July 9 at 9/8c 
When 23-year-old Whitney Bennett goes missing, no one can understand why the 
mother of three would leave her young children. Investigators retrace her last known 



movements, but it does not yield any answers into her disappearance. Four months 
later, police find Whitney’s body, and the story of her murder is revealed.  
 

ONGOING SERIES 
 

STILL A MYSTERY 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesdays at 9/8c 
Just because a case is closed doesn't mean the truth has been revealed. Suicide or murder? 
Runaway or kidnapping? Accidental or premeditated? STILL A MYSTERY re-examines cases 
where unanswered questions remain. Through original interviews with law enforcement, family 
members and private investigators, news footage and social media, STILL A MYSTERY dissects 
the evidence and presents new theories in a quest to uncover the truth. 

 Killers Among Us? premieres Tuesday, July 7 at 9/8c 
When Jason Ellis is murdered on his way home from work as a police officer, the entire 
town is devastated. Everyone wants to know who targeted Jason, and why? Then, the 
suspicious death of 27-year-old Jonathan Crews puts his family on a quest for the truth 
after he is found shot in his own bed. What really happened to Jason and Jonathan? 

 Innocence Interrupted premieres Tuesday, July 14 at 10/9c 
The murders of a teenage boy who is discovered under a bridge and a teenage girl who 
is ambushed in a car devastate their respective communities. It is every parent’s worst 
nightmare. Who would kill two innocent teenagers? 

 
THE MURDER TAPES 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesdays at 10/9c 
Homicide investigations unfold through dramatic real footage in this groundbreaking series. 
Each episode provides an up-close perspective of the case, incorporating body cam footage 
from the initial crime scene, surveillance video, and interrogation room recordings. 

 Who Shot Buckii? premieres Tuesday, July 7 at 10/9c 
Aspiring musician Delvin “Buckii” Meadows runs into his neighbor’s yard in the middle 
of the night with a severe gunshot wound. After all attempts to save Buckii’s life fail, 
police in Blytheville, Arkansas begin their investigation. Police fear they might never 
solve the case, until a witness comes forward claiming to have information on what 
happened that night. 

 The Truth is Dangerous premieres Tuesday, July 14 at 10/9c 
Ty Underwood is found dead in her car in Tyler, Texas, and the scene indicates she 
attempted to escape her killer. Ty is a transgender woman, and police begin to 
investigate her murder as a possible hate crime. Using information from Ty’s close 
friends and data from her phone, police track down her killer and get justice for Ty.  

 
SEE NO EVIL  
New Episodes Premiere Wednesdays at 9/8c 



SEE NO EVIL reveals how the deadliest crimes are solved by the only witnesses that never lie 
and never forget: surveillance cameras. With more shocking CCTV footage than ever before, 
SEE NO EVIL proves there's nowhere killers can hide. 

 The Girl on the Bus premieres Wednesday, July 8 at 9/8c  
In the dead of winter, 14-year-old Alianna DeFreeze vanishes without a trace on her way 
to school. Her parents have no idea where she could be. Investigators follow a trail of 
surveillance footage, but will they find the missing teenager before it’s too late? 

 Come Home Sierra premieres Wednesday, July 15 at 9/8c  
15-year-old Sierra LaMar leaves for school like any other day, only to disappear without 
a trace. Did Sierra run away, or did something terrible happen to her? Surveillance 
footage helps reveal the truth. 

 
THE CASE THAT HAUNTS ME  
New Episodes Premiere Wednesdays at 10/9c 
THE CASE THAT HAUNTS ME takes a sweeping cinematic dive into evocative true crime stories 
told directly from the detectives who led each case. From mysterious vanishings to twisted 
family murders, these are the unforgettable cases that disrupt law and order and keep 
authorities up at night. 

 Devil in Disguise premieres Wednesday, July 8 at 10/9c 
A convenience store clerk is murdered execution style, and there is evidence the victim 
was likely targeted. Detective Steve Kovach must follow a string of intriguing evidence 
to uncover a shocking international murder conspiracy.  

 Officer Down premieres Wednesday, July 15 at 10/9c 
When a uniformed police officer is found dead in the middle of a deserted road near the 
Calgary airport, it is up to Detective Earl Peters to figure out who murdered his 
colleague.  

 
A TIME TO KILL 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesday at 10/9c 
The key to solving the toughest homicides lies somewhere in the final hours of a victim's life. In 
A TIME TO KILL, determined investigators must piece together events during this critical 
window to reconstruct the timeline, unlock the motive, and ultimately close in on the killer. 

 Murder of the Snowplow King premieres Thursday, July 9 at 10/9c 
Northeastern Ohio’s “Snowplow King” Randy Scheffield is found shot dead in his bed by 
his wife. Ohio detectives look into Randy’s business to establish a motive, but a break in 
the case comes from something unusual found by the medical examiner. 

 
AMERICAN MONSTER  
New Episodes Premiere Sundays at 9/8c 
If you looked into the eyes of a killer, would you know? In AMERICAN MONSTER, viewers find 
out. For the first time, we get closer than ever to some of America’s most shocking and 
surprising crimes. Filled with never-before-seen footage of these devils in disguise, from home 
movie shots of them playing with their kids to musical performances at high school, from the 



church cook-out to the wedding video, we interweave twisting, turning stories of astonishing 
crimes.  

 My Body premieres Sunday, July 12 at 9/8c 
Sandy Miles and her 17-year-old daughter Tracy are as close as a mother and daughter 
can be. But when Tracy disappears and Sandy is found murdered, an international 
manhunt ends in a revelation so shocking, investigators can hardly believe it.  

 Have You Seen This Woman? premieres Sunday, July 19 at 9/8c 
Rebecca and Ken Pierce film themselves raising their four kids in idyllic rural Oklahoma. 
But the family is haunted by a specter of addiction and violence across generations that 
will leave two of them murdered, and the family destroyed. 
 

ON THE CASE WITH PAULA ZAHN 
New Episodes Premiere Sundays at 10/9c 
ON THE CASE WITH PAULA ZAHN takes viewers on an exciting journey inside the most 
fascinating crime and mystery investigations. First person accounts, along with insight from 
experts are featured as each case reaches its dramatic conclusion. 

 In the Wind premieres Sunday, June 28 at 10/9c 
A daughter's quest to see her birth mother's murder solved is complicated when police 
discover the prime suspect is in the wind. 
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